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To the chairman of the house of representatives standing committee, Tony Windsor. We are a
senior couple extremely concerned and sick with worry about our family ,s future in Griffith if the
proposed MURRAY-Darling Basin water plan is enacted or more severe cuts maybe Wanted
(not Needed }.

All our family, 3 adults and their husbands/wives ,9 grandchildren and 3 great-grandchildren have
always lived in Griffith , we have no wish to live anywhere else.
Living in a broad farming area dependent on irrigation our family are keenly aware that our
financial and social security is closely linked to a strong viable farming industry .
To cause irreparable damage to such a large relatively safe food growing area s compared to
the flooding in other states which have all but washed away their fresh produce and prime
meat animals.
Relying on food supplies from other countries A can be destroyed by natural disasters and
warsJs extremely dangerous to our Australian population.
We ask the House of Representatives Standing Committee to think very hard about how many
people and wildlife will be destroyed if you get it WRONG.

FROM Stewart and Thelma Broome.
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Our water our future

Here's more food for thought
THEY'RE the numbers that not even the
most hysterical Greenie could refute.
Vast amounts of locally produced wine,
citrus, rice, chicken, vegetables and much
more - this is what's at stake for the MIA
and the nation if the Murray-Darling Basin
Authority (MDBA) pushes ahead with its
great water grab.
The issue of food security - only a bitplayer in the debate so far - has burst into
the spotlight, with local farmers and irrigator groups warning there will be dire
consequences for all Australian consumers
if the Basin Plan is adopted.
They say spiralling food costs and biosecurity risks are just the tip of the iceberg if
much of the nation's food bowl is rendered
unworkable by water cuts.
"It won't just rip the guts out of local
industries, it will force us to import more
food from all over the world," High

Our region produces:
' Wine: 25 per cent of
Australia's wine
". Wine grapes: 20 per cent
of Australia's wine grapes
i Citrus: 33 per cent of
Australia's citrus fruit
- Juice: 66 per cent of
Australia's orange juice
; Rice: 99 per cent of
Australia's rice

Livestock: Region has
130,000 cattle, 505,000
sheep and 38,000 pigs
" Chicken: Baiada kills
approximately 25 million
birds each year
Vegetables: Region
produces vast amounts
of carrots, onions,
gherkins, lettuce, potatos,
broccoli, capsicums,

Security Irrigators - Murrumbidgee chief
executive officer Brian Halse said.
"Price rises for food will occur, there's
nothing surer.

pumpkins, prunes,
rockmelons and
watermelons
Cherries and nuts: An
emerging industry. Current
annual turnover is $35
million (walnuts) and $4
million (cherries)
Grain and cotton: Worth
about $100 million to the
region annually

"And of course there will be quality
issues. Australia is a highly regulated market and we have strict protocols that aren't
necessarilv in place in other countries."

NSW Farmers' Association local branch
president Peter Flanagan said the MIA's
geographical advantage in food production
meant it should be the last place earmarked
for water cuts.
"We are in a great position really and we
have the most secure water access of any
area in Australia," Mr Flanagan said.
"We've got two major storage dams in
Blowering and Burrinjuck nearby and our
soil type is perfect for growing crops.
"It's insane to even contemplate taking
water from this area - it makes no sense.
"Australia's got a growing population
and we need more food production, not
less."
A huge rally in Griffith last week has
sparked a parliamentary inquiry into the
impact on communities of water cuts, while
the MDBA announced at the weekend it had
commissioned its own socio-economic study

